Summer is right around the corner and that means the summer top must see movies will be hitting theaters in the
upcoming months. Find out what happens to your favorite characters before they hit the big screen.

Godzilla: Rulers of the Earth
By: Chris Mowry

Find out what happens after Godzilla arrives in the Godzilla movie. Dozens of new monsters have
risen from the depth and are staking out their own territory, regardless of humanity's political
borders! A war of dominance beings... will Godzilla end up on top?
Release in Theaters: May 16, 2014
Found In : J MOW

Planet of the Apes Cataclysm Volume 1
By: Corinna Bechko

In the movie Dawn of the Planet of the Apes the humans and the apes are brought to the brink of
a war that will determine who will emerge as Earth's dominant species. However the book Planet
of the Apes Cataclysm volume 1 takes place way in the future where the Apes rule the world.

Release in Theaters: May 23, 2014
Found In : J BEC
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Marvel Encyclopedia Updated and Expanded
The X-Men Days of Future Past release date is fast approaching. Find information about the new X
-Men characters. Such as Iceman, Bishop, warpath, Havok, blink and many more. Marvel
Encyclopedia now feature new entries on the latest characters and teams, updated facts on
existing ones including their latest looks and story lines, and expanded entries on major
superheroes such as Spider-Man, Thor, and The Avengers.
Release in Theaters: May 23, 2014
Found In : J 741.5 MAR
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Transformers Movie Collection Volume 1
By: Simon Furman

Before you watch the new Transformers Age of Extinction read about their past and see how they
came to be. Get all the action from the first Transformer Films. Including Transformers: the Movie
Prequel, Transformers: the Movie Adaptation and Transformers the Reign of Starsream.

Release in Theaters: June 27, 2014
Found In : J FUM

Hercules: The Twelve Labors
By: Paul Storrie

Hercules faces the wrath of Zeus's wife Hera, who resents her illegitimate stepson and vows to bring him
misery. With her magical powers, she tricks Hercules into performing a series of twelve seemingly
impossible labors, each one a test of his strength, courage, cunning, and fighting skill. Is Hercules strong
enough to foil her scheme? Continue Hercules’ story in the summer blockbuster movie Hercules.
Release in Theaters: July 25, 2014
Found In : J STO
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Guardians of the Galaxy: Cosmic
By: Bryan Michael Bendis

They're one of Marvel's main cosmic superhero teams, saving worlds from aliens and massive threats from
space. In the graphic novel they are from an alternate future, in the 31st century, saving Earth from
reptilian invaders.
However the move is set in present day. Peter Quill finds himself the object of a manhunt after stealing a
mysterious orb. He is forced into an uneasy truce with a quartet of disparate misfits.
Found In : J BEN #1
Release in Theaters: August 1st 2014

Thor: The Trials of Loki
By: Roberto Aguirre-Sacasa

Loki has always been the outsider, not as beautiful or favored as the other Asgardians. But did it
have to be that way? Is Loki evil by choice - or by destiny? Find out as he undergoes his most
wrenching ordeals - with epic results. Loki is capable of great evil. Can even fabled Asgard prevail
against his treachery - and his destiny?
Found In : J AGU

Captain America: Winter Soldier
By: Ed Brubaker

For more than fifty years, the Soviets employed an undercover agent - an unstoppable, untraceable
killer known as the Winter Soldier. His suspected identity? Bucky Barnes, Captain America's one-time
partner, thought to have died in World War II. Now, the Winter Soldier is back, working for the ruthless
General Lukin - who has obtained a functional Cosmic Cube, a weapon of limitless power that can bend
reality itself.
Found In : J BRU

